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ABSTRACT

A Reflection on the Dialectical Relationship of Librarian | Teacher: The Need For Pedagogical
Training in Core MLIS Curriculum

by
Melanie C. Locay

Advisor: Matthew K. Gold

This thesis maps a shift in my understanding of knowledge production and teaching and learning.
Teaching has a critical role in Librarianship, yet there is a glaring absence of teacher training
across MLIS programs. Drawing from established literature on Critical Pedagogical theory,
multiple logics of inquiry, and Critical Librarianship we can adopt practices of teaching and
learning that elevate marginalized voices and center reflexive theory. This thesis includes a scope
of applications of pedagogical theory to LIS practice and identifies an immediate need for an
overhaul of the Master’s in Library and Information Sciences core curricula.
Keywords: Librarianship, authentic inquiry, teaching and learning, critical librarianship
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION
“We were concerned that your approach to the presentation did not give us a strong idea of how
you would be as a teacher.” This was the feedback I was provided following a presentation I
gave as part of an interview for a position as a librarian, not a teacher.
I have a Master’s in Library and Information Science, completed a decade ago. While in
the MLIS program, I was simultaneously working as a Young Adult Library Trainee. The first
classes I can remember teaching were well over a decade ago. The public library branch in which
I was working offered computer classes for adults in English and in Spanish. I was assigned to
teach the basic level series in Spanish. I was given a sheet of online activities I could use to
structure the classes. Once, I helped a student set up an email address to receive photos of his
grandchildren and another time, a student, impatient with my direction, got up, threw the
computer mouse down and declared that getting her nails done would be a better use of her time
than my class. And that is how it went; I drew from my personal experience using computers and
guiding older Spanish speaking relatives with questions similar to the ones my students asked. I
wasn’t certain if I was teaching in a way that my students could retain the information or if they
all would have been better off getting manicures.
At the same time, I was responsible for the library branch’s young adult outreach, which
meant in part visiting middle school and high school classes providing instruction on how to use
the public library resources. I would enthusiastically visit middle school and high school
classrooms and teach students about resources available to them through the library and best
practices for critical assessment of information sources. But then I would hand the class back to
their teacher, similar to a grandparent at the end of a weekend visit getting to pass the child back
to their parent for the messiness.
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Admittedly, those were fun teaching opportunities, and not just because I had a captive
audience. My instruction was just a slice of the class. It was not my class and usually the teachers
were active participants, collaborating with me to connect my instruction session to the class
lesson. I was confident in the content I was presenting to the students and I anticipated the
reluctance they would have based on my experience working with teens in the library and,
frankly, my having been a teen not that long prior. But in retrospect, though I felt more confident
than I did teaching seniors how to create a Gmail account, I still wasn’t fostering a good enough
learning environment as I could have if I had any teacher training or understanding or
pedagogical theory and applications. When anxiety outweighs preparedness, a teacher can slide
into a more tightly controlled recitation and lecture, teacher-directed, and highly didactic
(Sockett, 1987).
Though it seems strange to imagine, I am approaching mid-career as a librarian. All of
my professional and paraprofessional work has been in public libraries in suburban and urban
communities in Southern California and New York. I graduated from an MLIS program in 2010
and although there were no teaching training classes or study of pedagogical theory in the
curriculum, I was already participating in teaching in my professional work. I was drawing from
scripts, my personal experiences in the classroom, and figuring it out as I went along. I was once
on a panel discussing the different career tracks within the field of librarianship, along with a law
librarian, a corporate librarian, a museum librarian. We all had elements to our work that
involved some teaching. The corporate librarian would teach research workshops to global
finance teams. Teaching skills are not limited to one path of librarianship, but none of us had
received pedagogical training in our MLIS program.
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In this thesis, I argue that the logics of inquiry and theoretical frameworks rooted
in Critical Pedagogy could be used to develop an adaptable and highly useful outline for
core curriculum MLIS classes on teaching and learning in Library and Information
Sciences (LIS). The impact of a deliberative shift to centering select theory and teaching
and learning studies within the MLIS program would be seismic, frankly, and would have
helped students like me. As Meredith Farkas, a faculty librarian at Portland Community
College and LIS educator has commented:
When I graduated with my MLIS, I didn’t know teaching would be such a big part of
library work...In that first professional job, at a small library, all librarians—from the
director to the systems librarian to the head of technical services—taught classes. None of
us had been prepared by our coursework to teach, and no on-the-job training was
provided...I learned as much as I could on my own about teaching and clawed my way
toward proficiency. (2018)
My experience is echoed in Meredith Farkas’s experience and as she notes her experience is the
opposite of unique; “I’ve heard many stories from librarians thrown into the deep end of teaching
without support,” she points out (Farkas, 2018). A focus on theory will also be a much-needed
boost to the MLIS core curriculum and the profession as a whole. Many of the practices and
expected proficiencies “of librarianship goes untheorized. Within library and information work
there is a fairly long-standing antipathy toward ‘theory’” (Budd, 2003, p. 20). By having the
MLIS curricula set the foundation for theorizing LIS professional practices, pedagogical courses
in MLIS degree programs could produce new librarians prepared for pedagogical praxis and able
to “foster creative, reflective and critical habits of mind” (Jacobs, 2008, p. 256).
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SECTION 2: LEARNING EXPERIENCES
A graduate level degree in addition to the MLIS is expected of academic librarians, law
librarians, and subject specialist librarians working in a variety of other institutions, such as
museums, and in other fields, such as medicine. For my second master’s degree, I chose the
M.A. in Liberal Studies Program at the CUNY Graduate Center. The degree program is
interdisciplinary and offers an array of specific tracks that serve as the focus of the degree. I
chose the Digital Humanities track, very relevant to Library Science, but interdisciplinary in
itself therefore benefiting from a focus. What would my focus be? I took a fashion course, a film
course, and explored international studies. I needed to assess my professional goals. The Digital
Humanities projects that interested me the most, and that I participated in working on, were
conceived and produced to be pedagogical tools. Following a meeting with the MALS Executive
Director at the time Dr. Matthew Gold, a wonderful professor and constant mentor who first
introduced me to the Digital Humanities, I set my sights on taking classes in the Ph.D. Program
in Urban Education at the Graduate Center.
In my second-to-last semester at the CUNY Graduate Center, I took my first Urban
Education courses, U ED 73200 Researching Teaching, Learning and Learning to Teach and U
ED 75200 Researching Teaching and Learning. That semester marked a transformative moment
for me in my understanding of knowledge production, teaching, and learning, from both the
position of student and teacher. This paradigm shift carried ripple effects into facets of my
personal and professional life. Your paradigm is your set of beliefs used as a frame for seeing the
world; your paradigm can determine the research methods you use to study observed phenomena
(Donmoyer, 2008). The courses complimented each other beautifully. There was overlap in the
readings, classmates and discussion. In these courses, I was introduced to Critical Pedagogy
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centered in the concept of contingent and emergent research methodologies that embrace
learning from difference and the use of multiple theoretical frameworks to identify complex
solutions to social problems.
I found one such theory in Paulo Freire’s seminal book, Pedagogy of the Oppressed,
where Freire outlines the “banking method of education.” In the banking framework of learning,
students do not have the opportunity to develop and enact their agency, as they are viewed by the
teacher as empty accounts waiting for information to be deposited into them. The teacher, who is
identified as the sole bearer of knowledge, deposits that knowledge into her students for them to
repeat the cycle of ingesting and memorizing. If they do so successfully, then both the student
and teacher are acknowledged for what is deemed academic success by standardized methods of
assessment. The banking method, as a framework of teaching and learning, does not allow for
transformative experiences of collective knowledge production. Students are not encouraged to
value their lived experiences outside of the classroom as information resources or empowered to
develop and enact their agency in their education (Freire, 2005). As I learned about Freire’s
theories and reviewed my own classroom experiences as a student, which have spanned over
thirty years and included both secular private school and public school, I realized they had been
dominated by the banking method framework of knowledge dissemination and a positivistic
application of understanding.
I told myself at the start of my first Urban Education semester that I was not going to
permit any sense of insecurity, which I have been prone to as a student in a classroom setting
specifically, stop me from asking questions of what I did not understand. Asking a question may
sound like an obvious reaction to receiving information that was not understood. In the spaces I
occupy as a librarian, helper, attendee of a workshop etc., I am fully comfortable posing
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questions and asking for further explanation. I tell my students and library users I assist at the
library reference desk, alike, that there are no stupid questions if someone sheepishly, or not so
sheepishly, prefaces their question with that phrasing. However, in my role as a student in a
classroom, I have received responses that have included, “you should know this by now”—
which fostered a sense of insecurity and anxiety—or “shouldn't you also be discussing . . .”—an
unhelpful prompting statement. Hence, as a student I felt apprehension about asking questions,
fearing that I would burden the instructor, or classmates, with my struggles in comprehending the
topic of discussion. I felt a disconnect between my love of learning and enthusiasm to further my
education, while simultaneously having negative experiences in the classroom. When I am the
student and my academic aptitude is being measured, the anxiety can at times be overwhelming.
But going into that first semester of Urban Education I was close to completing my second
master’s degree. I was determined to pose questions in the classroom, contribute to in-class
discussion, and foster active communication with my classmates and professors.
My classmates in the Urban Education courses were mostly educators pursuing
doctorates. I felt like I was entering an established collective, but unlike in previous classroom
environments, where I felt like the odd woman out, the welcoming energy was immediate. All of
us in the Urban Education classes, including the professors, were “simultaneously teachers and
students” (Freire, 2005, p.76). Listening to their experiences as teachers was a tremendous peek
behind the curtain. Before being in classes with teachers as my fellow students, I had not thought
much about what teacher education consisted of. I certainly had not thought about teacher
researchers and the observation of classrooms for research purposes. I believed a certain type of
person could be a teacher, could have the ability to retain a broad breadth of knowledge, could be
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able to understand the learning patterns of their students, and could be the authoritative voice in
the classroom and source of dissemination of knowledge.
Years prior, when I was working actively in a public library while pursuing the MLIS
degree, I was often confronted with on-the-job challenges and realities that were really not
addressed in the classes I was simultaneously taking in library school—for example, the amount
of teaching that would be involved beyond basic instruction or the concept of emotional labor.
Now, academic librarians regularly have faculty status, and are actively involved in designing
curricular and instructional programs, “yet feel unprepared for the pedagogical work they are
expected to perform” (Jacobs, 2008, p. 256). In the Urban Education classes, I listened to my
classmates describe how earlier in their teacher training, there were elements of emotional labor
and resulting physiological tolls that were not really being addressed in the classes they had been
in. In mainstream publications we read about teachers being over-taxed and enduring challenges
in underfunded districts, but I felt kinship with them after hearing them discuss the ways the
training they went through did not meet the actual professional expectations placed on them. In
the Urban Education classes focused on Critical Pedagogy, we were all filling in gaps in our
professional training. To this point, I should note my intention is not to conflate my critiques of
MLIS programs with graduate programs in Education. But it definitely struck me that we
encountered similar rhetoric fit to serve the ideal professional environments for each, while we
were not equipped to face the challenges of those professional environments. This includes littleto-no space to reflect on and think critically about the inherent systemic inequities built into the
structures of the institutions we were learning from and would be working in.
My Bachelor of Arts degree is in English and Creative Writing with a minor in
Comparative Literature—a logical precursor for a teaching career. But I had no interest in being
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a teacher. The idea of being fully responsible for disseminating knowledge was anxiety-inducing.
It did not occur to me then there were other ways to structure classroom education. I think in
particular when one is a first-generation American and a child of immigrants, the ideals of
academic achievement stretch beyond the individual. By attaining “academic achievement,” I am
hopefully in some way living up to a chance my family took in coming to the United States from
Cuba with one change of clothes and no knowledge of the English language. My grandfather told
me an education was the most important thing I could have, something that no one could take
from me. He had escaped fascist dictatorships and rebuilt from nothing multiple times in his life.
He knew what it was to have nothing, and he cleaned toilets so I could go to private school and
be ensured what he believed would be the best education. How could I be a teacher and be
entrusted to impart to students that which would be the most valuable thing they could ever
have? That if they found themselves in a place in life where they were stripped of everything, the
thing they got from me would be the only thing that could not be taken from them? Nope, I’m out
was my take on that charge.
To this day, my grandfather is the most well read and cultured person I ever had the
privilege of knowing. I should note he did all the custodial work he could find proudly and did
not believe there was any job beneath anyone, nor do I. But there was no retirement for him. He
worked on his hands and knees into his 80s with one driving goal, which was my education. I
look back on my years of struggling at times in the classroom and I do still blame myself for a lot
of missed opportunities. Due to the transformative experience, I had in the Urban Education
Program, I now also reflect on how visible my struggles were and can understand why some
teachers didn’t recognize the different needs of students in their classrooms and try to engage
students like me further. They perhaps were not equipped with the knowledge of theory to do so.
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But as I have noted earlier, before being in classes with teachers I had not thought much about
what teacher education consisted of.
In Teaching to Transgress, bell hooks (1994) cites a women’s studies course she took in
college as the first time a professor placed any value on ideas students had learned from their
lived experiences as knowledge to be shared and learned from in the classroom. The experience
hooks describes evokes Feminist Theory, which gives agency to knowledge accumulated from
lived encounters with others also referred to as “situated knowing” (Greene, 1994, p. 209).
Konstantinos Alexakos, professor and program coordinator for Adolescence Science Education
at the School of Education, Brooklyn College, writes about the importance of social interactions
in learning and notes that “teaching is not about the ‘transmission’ of knowledge...but about the
very complex process of learning through social interactions that include emotions, gestures,
expressions, prosody, values, ethics, and many other biological and cultural relationships and
symbols” (Alexakos, 2015, p. 11).
My Urban Education classes introduced sociocultural theories and frameworks of inquiry that
were predominantly new to me. Theory supports our understanding of seeing the world and our
placement in it. The theoretical frameworks introduced to me in the Urban Education coursework
made use of multiple methods of research and analyses, such as autoethnography (which aided my
development of personal narrative to find my agency in the classroom), video and audio analysis
(each class session was recorded), physiological expressions of emotion, interventions, cogenerative
dialogue, heuristics, and coteaching. Gaining an understanding of ontology, epistemology and
axiology (Guba & Lincoln, 1989) has provided me the lens to position my personal experiences as
they correspond to the particular emergence of my shift in understanding of teaching and learning
through the theories of Critical Pedagogy. As Professor of Information Science Archie L. Dick and
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Philosopher John Weckert (2003) note in their review article, “Philosophical Framework for Library
and Information Science” for The Library Quarterly:
Epistemology intersects with library and information science (LIS) in a number of ways.
At the most specific level, it impacts on the ways in which individual users acquire
knowledge using library resources, as in areas such as information seeking and knowledge
use. (p. 73)
An epistemological approach, focusing on the individual user and how she seeks information and
interacts with library resources breaks away from a positivistic approach. Libraries places where
information is sought and also where library users can transform engagement with information,
for example through digital humanities projects. Libraries are living spaces of creation where
information does not exist in a vacuum; rather knowledge resides equally with the library users
engaging with the information—creating and furthering scholarship.
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SECTION 3: THE MLIS AND CRITICAL LIBRARIANSHIP
In gaining an understanding of positivism I realized it defined how I understood knowing.
The idea of “objectivity” is a pillar of positivism, a philosophy that separates knowledge from
the knower. Konstantinos Alexakos writes, “Knowledge, as traditionally conceived from a
positivistic perspective, is essentially static, independent of the individual, and free from
personal, cultural and historical biases” (Alexakos, 2015, p. 12). Not only had positivistic
research been the dominant practice in my academic life, but as I delved into my understanding
of positivism further, I discovered the large volume of literature explaining the dominance of
positivism in Librarianship.
Ashley Ireland is the Dean of University Libraries and an Associate Professor at Murray
State University. In their chapter entitled “Queering Library Instruction for Composition:
Embracing the Failure” in Critical Library Pedagogy Handbook: Volume 1, Ireland deconstructs
the Association of College and Research Libraries’ (ACRL) latest Framework for Information
Literacy for Higher Education Standards through the lens of Queer Theory. Ireland illustrates
how Information Instruction has been traditionally understood to adhere to a positivist
pedagogical model (Ireland, 2016). The shift in trends in human inquiry, via communication and
information processes, as technology develops was a driving force in reforming and revising the
ACRL’s previous Standards. When learning about pedagogical theory that embraces learning
from difference, MLIS students can study how in updating the standards, and subsequently
moving them away from a positivist stance, a framework was adapted that ensured understanding
“by a range of audiences...emotional learning outcomes...addressing the role of student as creator
and as content curator” (Filbert, 2016, p. 200). MLIS students, by being taught how to scaffold
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the ACRL Framework in a bricolage of pedagogical theories, will gain a richer understanding of
Information Literacy (InfoLit) curriculum development and how they can set learning goals.
InfoLit sessions can go beyond solely showing a library user how to use the resources
their library provides and navigate information resources in general. InfoLit should be
transformative for all participants, including the librarian leading the instruction. Active inquiry
breeds progression, while passivity in information absorption breeds stagnation. Through active
participation, a student can enact their personal agency; action and agency are seemingly
dialectically related, even if they do not initially identify it as such students are experiencing a
transformative moment. For example, librarians can encourage students to use Wikipedia and
teach them how to understand the citations and contribute to the knowledge base. Organizations
such as Art+Feminism host Wikipedia Edit-a-Thons regularly at libraries, with the goal of
“improving coverage of cis and transgender women, feminism and the arts on Wikipedia”
(Art+Feminism, 2019). These events are a perfect example of the use of the library as a space of
active inquiry and the possibilities for collaborative InfoLit. These events support information
retrieval and the building of participants' agency to challenge the information and curating
practices they encounter including within the library.
In reflecting on our professional practices, language is very important. Reviews of past
LIS professional literature have shown how teaching gets referred to as “instruction,” “user
education,” “information instruction,” “information literacy,” and “bibliographic instruction.”
The actual word “teaching” was regularly, and interestingly, omitted. Is teaching how Credo
Reference differs from Wikipedia enough to be called teaching? I would argue that it is,
particularly in the conversations that arise with library users while explaining the difference
between the two resources. By having an understanding of theory, librarians will understand the
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underpinnings of positivism that are at play when students visit the reference desk and note that
they’re not allowed to use the internet when the librarian directs them to online resources for
their research. The instruction imparted to the student is from a positivistic and therefore limited
perspective as it closes an opportunity to interrogate online resources. Any librarian that has
worked a public service desk has most likely been told by a student, “my teacher told me to
come here and I can’t use the internet”—the latter part of the explanation supplied once the
librarian begins introducing a database that covers the assignment research needs. Insert our
teachable moment, so to speak, on online resources, databases, and how the authority of a
resource is determined. Though InfoLit is broached within the standard core Reference courses
within MLIS curriculum to meet the professional requirements of the LIS job market, standalone
“courses on teaching, pedagogy, and instructional design are better situated to provide students
with a foundation on which to build an interest in gaining and maintaining teaching skills”
(Dodson, 2020, p. 85).
By positioning knowledge as static and divorced from the individual, positivism applied
as a theoretical framework is actually a limit to research and discovery. Queer Theory “defies a
firm definition” but “is deconstructionist in that it rejects the idea that identities are stable and
static.” The latest ACRL Framework, which creates space for pedagogical praxis, has been
subject to criticism from some in the library world. Criticisms have included that the ACRL
Framework deviates from what has historically been a strongly positivistic set document of
established standards. But many in the library world, like Ireland, find this latest Framework
liberating in its departure from positivism and in its potential to carry forward new forms of
pedagogical praxis. The Framework “suggests there is room for anti-positivism and a queer
perspective in librarianship” (Ireland, 2016, p. 144). The application of positivism leaves out the
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value of experience, ontology or the realities of social constructs (Paley, 2008). In practice,
positivism gives more authority to dominant social practices and worldviews. In turn, by
elevating potentially oppressive power structures of authority that can leave many without a
voice. In positivistic research, axiologies—meaning morals and values—are hidden or made
invisible (Alexakos, 2015). However, a person’s view and understanding of the world is shaped
by her position in the society she is a part of. The way she asks questions in a classroom, shares
her ideas, or filters any information she receives is largely informed by her history, by her
family, and by her interactions.
In their chapter, “Transformative Library Pedagogy and Community-Based Libraries: A
Freirean Perspective,” Martina Riedler and Mustafa Yunus Eryaman (2010) explain that for
librarians to connect with multiple audiences, the positivistic stance of libraries as neutral sites
must be replaced by a view of libraries as sites of social action. Riedler and Eryaman (2010) look
at community-based learning, arguing that enabling learners in the library to teach one another
will situate libraries as transformative educational sites. In her chapter, “Inside and Outside of
the Library: On Removing Barriers and Connecting People with Health Care Resources and
Zines,” Jude Vachon (2014) describes the type of library outreach I have always advocated for.
She uses the term “proactively inclusive” and I have described it as bringing the library to where
people congregate. Vachon focuses on how marginalized people can feel welcome in the library
and know that there will be library resources for their needs. Libraries are probably pretty
obvious learning environments and MLIS courses on teaching and learning should examine not
only the library as a learning environment but also the variety of not so obvious learning
environments librarians may find themselves teaching in. For example, librarians visit
newsrooms to provide instruction on library resources, or senior living residences to provide e-
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book instruction. In fact, a major component of my professional practices in library outreach has
been meeting users where they are in addition to welcoming them to the library.
Urban Education incorporates issues of social justice and includes in its lessons lived
experiences in urban environments and all they encompass: issues of housing, food deserts, and
power. The democratization of information is inherent in public library services. Addressing
social justice issues in information literacy practices supports the democratizing of information
access; addresses issues of marginalization in an authentic manner that promotes social inclusion
into the practices of information seeking; teaches an understanding of how authoritative
resources are defined; and encourages the development of the kinds of personal agency that will
help librarians challenge the authority of a resource and have a say in the library’s collection
practices. Learning about multiple theoretical frameworks, such as logics of inquiry, authentic
inquiry, and event-oriented inquiry, and seeing how they could be scaffolded into multilevel
methodologies (or a bricolage) for the research of teaching and learning, led me to apply a
critical lens to the role of teaching within LIS. In learning more about Critical Pedagogy, I
wanted to see whether these tenets were being practiced, researched, and written about in the
field of LIS. This is how I discovered Critical Librarianship.
Librarianship’s inherent commitment to inform and provide free access to information
positions librarians to be activists for social justice, including supporting movements of informed
agitation (Morrone, 2014). This includes InfoLit sessions that highlight resources like how to
search civilian complaints against New York City police officers in ProPublica’s The NYPD
Files database. MLIS students, if involved with a core curriculum that positions them to be
reflective about the teaching they will be involved in, will foster the potential for activism and
social justice through InfoLit. Critical Librarianship began as a movement of library workers
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dedicated to elevating social justice principles into our work in libraries. Currently, LIS
professional literature and work in Critical Librarianship (CritLib)—such as the publications and
classes offered by Library Juice Press—are filling in the teacher training and pedagogical theory
gaps in the MLIS curriculum.
What could optimal teaching and learning courses in an MLIS degree program include
that would best serve to prepare MLIS students for the variety of teaching environments they
could encounter in the field? I would argue that such instruction should include sociocultural
theory, frameworks for the study of teaching, learning, and learning to teach, as well as
multilevel methodologies for undertaking research in these areas and how to translate that to
research in the MLIS curriculum. It should include instruction in the research practices of
teaching within LIS that involve co-participation, collaboration, and continuous improvements
for individuals and collective groups involved in the research. Dr. Joe Kincheloe was a renowned
voice in Critical Pedagogy. He asserted that mainstream teacher education does not make space
for assessment of identity and consciousness, important factors that will inform how an
individual will understand their role as a teacher, learner and within the spaces we learn in
(Kincheloe, 2003). A library space is just one of the active learning environments MLIS students
will potentially be teaching in once they become librarians.
During their presentation at the 2017 Association of College and Research Bi-Annual
Conference, Librarians Rachel Gammons, Lindsay Inge and Alexander J Carroll described how
“Despite the demonstrated need for incoming librarians to have teaching skills, Master’s in
Library and Information Science (MLIS) programs continue to struggle to prepare students for
the realities of teaching in a library setting” (Gammons et al., 2017, p. 588). The teacher training
gap in the MLIS curricula, and within LIS professional development in general, has been
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documented since the 1970s. For four decades MLIS graduates have had their career prospects
impacted by the lack of sufficient teacher training. In a recent review of MLIS curricula, of the
58 American Library Association (ALA) accredited MLIS programs, the majority offered just
one course related to instruction. The courses related to instruction were all electives and not
offered every semester (Gammons et al., 2017). The last twenty years has seen an expansion
from 54% to most recently 95% of ALA accredited MLIS programs offering some instruction
and user education. While MLIS programs have come a long way when it comes to providing
instruction courses, even since I graduated, there is still considerable room for improvement. The
growth in numbers indicates that instruction courses are more widely offered but at most of the
programs the courses are electives and a granular review of the course content shows a lack of
pedagogical theory (Dodson, 2020). New librarians are disadvantaged by not having robust
teacher training or having teacher training and pedagogical theory be more standardized in MLIS
curricula. I would argue that practical and evidence-based teacher training should be a
requirement like collection development and cataloguing are in the core MLIS curricula.
The first time I read Paolo Freire’s book was a few years before taking those first Urban
Education courses. The arguments didn’t sink in for me because the concepts felt so divorced
from how I had felt in the classroom thus far. It took being in classes where it was understood, as
Freire writes, “Education...must begin with the solution of the teacher-student contradiction, by
reconciling...that both are simultaneously teachers and students” (Freire, 2005, p.76). This
thinking was actually groundbreaking for me. Through my research on teaching and learning, I
have done tremendous introspection of my own agency as a learner and my fears of identifying
as a teacher produced from an understanding of the role of teacher firmly rooted in the banking
method, which is a positivistic model of learning.
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By applying theory, we can critically analyze observed phenomena. In other words, we
use theory to understand seeing and being in the world. My findings show how by drawing from
select theories used to research in teaching and learning environments, we can adopt practices of
teaching and learning models appropriate to the inclusive and equitable environment core values
library institutions commonly outline in their mission statements. When I was asked, in a work
conversation, by a distinguished emeritus university president what the Urban Education
program makes it “urban” education, I noted that in certain spaces, particularly of the privileged,
“urban” has unfortunately been seen as a pejorative. Instead, I see Urban Education as speaking
to the lived experience of communities of learners.
Drawing from established literature and class discussions on multiple logics of inquiry,
including mindfulness, research on emotions, authentic inquiry, and event-oriented inquiry--I am
highlighting the need for the study of teaching and learning, including pedagogical theory that
breaks away from positivism and raises up underrepresented voices and ideas within
Librarianship and MLIS programs specifically.

Figure 1 Race/Ethnicity of Professional Staff in US ARL University Libraries, FY 2019-2020

Reprinted from ARL Annual Salary Survey 2019–2020 (2), by A. Mian, 2019, Association of Research Libraries.

Per the Association of Research Libraries (ARL), the chart above (Figure 1) confirms “Minority
professional staff in US ARL university libraries continue to be disproportionately distributed
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across the country” (Mian, 2019, p. 2). The first time I came across the ARL’s data on race and
ethnicity representation in research libraries, I felt small and for the first time invisible in my
profession. I didn’t anticipate the data to have the emotional impact on me that it did.
Fortunately, at the time I was becoming involved in studying reflexive theory and I could find
my way to transforming that pain into agency. I thought how dare I shy away from speaking up
in a meeting when I am regularly the only one representing us in the room. I became more aware
of that in the spaces I worked in. By giving up my voice in my work, in particular for the myth of
neutrality, I was actually allowing my labor to uphold the pillar of the dominant culture—white
supremacy.
Library neutrality, the idea that librarians are neutral actors and libraries are neutral
spaces, has historically been considered, to detrimental effect, an idealized state. Fortunately, the
understanding that neutrality is disjointed from the realities of life and relationships is growing
(Bales, 2014). It is impossible to uphold neutrality while supporting the dismantling of societal
structures that uphold white supremacy. For example, librarians undertaking the work of
establishing libraries as spaces to advance equity for marginalized groups and center social
justice acknowledge neutrality to be an obstacle to those goals (Adler & Harper, 2018).
Librarians and libraries that adhere to a stance of neutrality are “actually functionaries of the
dominant culture...and support a political-economic social structure that reflects and reproduces
exploitation” (Bales, 2014, p. 146). At the 2018 ALA Midwinter: Meeting & Exhibits
conference, during a session on neutrality in libraries, Chris Bourg, the Director of libraries at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, noted:
We are over 85% white as a profession, in a country where non-Hispanic whites make up
only 63% of the population. I submit to you that a profession does not become so
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disproportionately white by chance, and there’s nothing neutral about the fact that our
profession and most of our organizations have remained stubbornly white for decades,
despite changing national demographics and despite all of our rhetoric about how much
we value diversity. (Bourg et al., 2018)
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SECTION 4: THEORY
The following pedagogical theories and frameworks are the particular brand of theory
that would most benefit MLIS students and create direct connections for them to the practices
they will be involved in in their pursuit of a career in Librarianship. I argue here for the inclusion
in the MLIS program pedagogy-focused courses that align with the courses of standard
Librarianship practicum to meet required proficiencies. If we reduce the value of theory in the
field of LIS in favor of simply the “technical performance of tasks,” we are holding back MLIS
students and impeding those already working in the field from reflecting on their work as part of
a transformative praxis.
Dr. John M. Budd, professor emeritus of the School of Information Science and Learning
Technologies, University of Missouri (SISLT), has written extensively on thinking critically
about how theory informs our practices in the LIS profession. Budd writes that in praxis “it is
essential that professionals understand, for example, what is being published or produced, by
whom, for what reasons, and with what exceptions” (Budd, 2003, p. 24). This critical lens is in
line with how librarians structure the evaluation of a resource during InfoLit instruction, based
on the ACRL’s Framework for Information Literacy for Higher Education Standards. Drawing
from multilectal theoretical methodologies can provide research “outcomes that are contingent
and nuanced” that will result inevitably in reflection “associated with axiology, ontology and
epistemology” (Tobin, 2014, p. 131). Studying the theories and practice that incorporate
emotions, mindfulness, embodiment pedagogy and critical librarianship “places librarianship
within a critical theorist framework that is epistemological, self-reflective, and activist in nature”
(McElroy & Marlow, 2019, p. 34).
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Authentic inquiry is a collaborative research framework that should be studied in MLIS
programs and used by librarians in assessing and theorizing their professional practices.
Authentic inquiry prioritizes inclusivity, the application of polysemia to embrace and understand
many worldviews, and the application of polyphonia to draw from multiple voices and
interpretations. In using authentic inquiry, we are placing value in research to improve practices
and practices that will result in the improvement of theory. It includes a reflexive social inquiry
component that beholds us to reflect on our practices. In authentic inquiry, all participants should
benefit from the research taking place; by applying authentic inquiry, participants are committing
to a praxis of attaining social change and transformation of social practices through logics of
inquiry (Alexakos, 2015).
Kenneth Tobin, Presidential Professor of Urban Education at the CUNY Graduate
Center, developed the authenticity criteria to set forth guiding principles for research that is
transformative and beneficial to all participants engaged in it (Alexakos, 2015). The authenticity
criteria is inspired by the work of Education scholars Egon Guba and Yvonna S. Lincoln (1989).
In their book, Fourth Generation Evaluation, Guba and Lincoln address biases that have existed
in the practices of research and evaluation. For example, such biases include the prioritization of
the concerns and interests of those structuring the research and evaluation over the concerns and
interests of those to be researched and evaluated. Fourth-generation evaluation positions the
research and evaluation to be in service of the concerns of all stakeholders including both those
being researched and the ones researching. Traditionally, researchers have been positioned above
those being researched. Guba and Lincoln argue for a paradigm that embraces all experiences,
which is a break away from the conventional paradigms that include positivistic basis for inquiry
(Guba & Lincoln, 1989). In conducting qualitative research, the authenticity criteria address the
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impact of research on those individuals belonging to the community or culture that is being
researched (James, 2008).
The application of the authentic inquiry, and subsequently the authenticity criteria, allows
for a bricolage of many methods and methodologies of doing inquiry. This type of inquiry values
lived experience, interactions and the situating of both historically within social. It is participantcentered and (jointly) interpretive (Guba and Lincoln, 1989).
The four authenticity criteria are:
1) Ontological authenticity - Understanding that my perspective/ontology may change through
what I learn through my research. For example, in an academic library I may be researching how
to best design targeted outreach to commuter students. I have an understanding of the commuter
student experience, having been one, but I am open to how this research may change my
ontology on teaching and learning within this target group.
2) Educative Authenticity - Through radical listening we can open ourselves to absorb other
views and open ourselves to incorporating outside experiences into the teaching model. We can
explore who has set the expectations of student learning outcomes and invite the idea of those
maybe not in “power” to speak to their learning outcome goals. In this context, we can
understand that reflexivity is needed in InfoLit. InfoLit design must go beyond “identifying,
locating, evaluating, and using information but also encompasses engendering lifelong learning,
empowering people, promoting social inclusion, redressing disadvantage, and advancing the
well-being of all in a global context” (Jacobs, 2008, p. 257).
3) Catalytic Authenticity - Research findings can’t then just live as datasets, they must
serve as catalysts for enacting positive change to improve the experience of the stakeholders that
were the focus of the research. A heuristic can ensure an MLIS student study is conducted
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authentically and puts a plan in place for the purpose of catalytic reflection. The use of heuristics
by MLIS students can ensure catalytic reflection. Heuristics are radically context dependent and
shape shifters. A heuristic can be developed to address a deficit, listing interventions to preserve
the practice of mindfully thinking and speaking.
4) Tactical Authenticity - This criterion resembles the axiom First do no harm within the
Hippocratic Oath. There is no obligation to turn over findings that might be used to profile or
disadvantage a group. The emphasis is to do no harm when doing micro analyses. Show a lot of
compassion for yourself and others. Assessment practices are a major part of Librarianship.
Collecting data for example on how users interact with the library and specific library resources.
The data collected through assessment practices should be used for the benefit of the library
workers taking part in the research and the library users surveyed, particularly elevating the
needs of groups underrepresented (Alexakos, 2015).
By learning about authentic inquiry and how to apply the authenticity criteria, MLIS
students can establish a foundation to understanding theoretical frameworks and thinking
reflectively about their professional practices. To think about teaching, learning, and
librarianship dialectically is to appraise the contingent and emergent nature of these practices.
Stephen Bales, Humanities and Social Sciences Librarian at Texas A&M University, writes that
to think dialectically about the library is not something that many of us are used to
doing...effective dialectical work must take into account many shifting relationships and
circumstances” (Bales, 2014, p. 138). Instructional Design Librarian and Emerging Technology
Librarian are roles that have been created in recent years to helm library instruction teams tasked
with developing InfoLit courses, instructional exercises, and student learning goal assessments.
An academic librarian at a university library may establish a relationship with a professor to
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shape a coarse curriculum and embed the library sources into the semester’s curriculum. The
librarian and professor collaboration can prioritize the development of critical information
seeking and shape assessment of the students and faculties’ library needs. A standard inclusion in
academic libraries annual reports is how library collections and resources contributed to faculty
publications—production of scholarship and contributions to the professional literature of their
disciplines. For example, if I were an instructional design librarian at an academic library, I
would be interested in assessing the student learning outcomes of blended (in-person and online)
InfoLit instruction directed toward first-year college students at a commuter college/university.
Students attending commuter schools may have circumstances in their lives that limit the time
they are able to spend on campus—for example, employment and or family obligations. MLIS
courses that explore a dialectical approach to Librarianship would examine relationships library
users have with the library that can lead to “library anxiety” as well as barriers library staff may
encounter in the services provided. Environment, history and codetermination would accompany
consideration of these relationships.
In Konstantino Alexakos’s primer, Teacher | Researcher, on how to carry out
sociocultural research using authentic inquiry, the title refers to the dialectical relationship of
teaching and researching. The Sheffer Stroke symbol (“|”) is used to denote dialectical
relationships. Teaching and learning are dialectically related (Alexakos, 2015). Similar to the
title of Alexakos’s primer, the Sheffer stroke is used in the title of this thesis to show a dialectical
relationship of librarian | teacher. Let’s think about the individual | collective dialectical
relationship. An individual’s enactment of culture in a field, say in Librarianship, is examined
along with collective enactment of culture in the same field. Cultural enactment is
simultaneously individual and collective (Tobin, 2015). If more than two constructs are
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dialectically related, the term “multilectical” is used to refer to the relationships between the
social constructs being examined (Alexakos, 2015). In addressing how we gain an understanding
of agency through dialectically engaged scholarship on freedom, to quote Angela Davis, “We
have to talk about liberating minds as well as liberating society” (Steady, 2014, p. 330). Libraries
are spaces where I have spent a majority of my life as a student and as an employed worker
progressing from student jobs to paraprofessional positions to advanced professional roles, I can
see that libraries are places where knowledge is enacted and culturally produced (Tobin, 2014). I
am very interested in applying what I have learned about collaborative knowledge production to
the format of InfoLit.
Dialogic discourse builds in diverse social voices, that could include from the same
person different social voices that reflect different situations or occasions (Alexakos, 2015).
These theories examining social interactions can be a focal point for MLIS students as they learn
to understand how libraries can be active inquiry-based environments. Requiring MLIS students
to study classes taught in libraries, the MLIS students along with the librarians teaching the
classes, would be stakeholders in the study and could therefore all benefit from the findings per
catalytic authenticity criteria. As Wolff-Michael Roth, Professor of Applied Cognitive Science at
University of Victoria, writes: “Coteaching involves an equitable inquiry into teaching and
learning processes in which all members...of a classroom community participate – including
students, teachers, student teachers, researchers, and supervisors” (Roth et al., 2002, p. 1).
Coteaching can be implemented in the teaching librarians do, particularly involving MLIS
students, for example in an internship or employed in a Librarian Trainee program. Coteaching
the week’s lesson with a classmate was a standard in-class assignment in the Urban Education
classes. On my very first occasion coteaching, I was paired with classmate Amy Goods, who was
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working as a teacher at the time. In preparing for our coteaching I was very nervous and thinking
through a too-detailed lesson plan, anticipating possible questions. Amy reminded me of the inclass discussions we had been having about the tenets of cogenerative dialogue and radical
listening, that we should allow the points to emerge in the discussion as we present points from
the readings.

Figure 2 Chart depicts the activity system of cogenerative dialoguing and coteaching

Reprinted from “Coteaching/cogenerative dialoguing: Learning environments research as classroom praxis,” by W.
M. Roth et al., 2002, Learning Environments Research, 5(1), 5.

In learning environments, as the chart above (Figure 2) shows the “activity system of coteaching
consists of two mutually constitutive (reflexive) parts” (Roth et al., 2002, p. 5). For my
coteaching session with Amy I had been planning, basically, to make myself small in order to
parrot the points from the reading and try to do the “heavy lifting”. Coteaching can further selfrealization and agency in a learning environment. Employing cogenerative dialogue and radical
listening we establish that “wisdom resides with all participants.”
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In their paper, “Concerning the Fallibility of Judgments from the Side, the Rear, and on
High: A Dialogue about Scriven’s Critique,” Kenneth Tobin and Wolff-Michael Roth (2002)
choose to use metalogue as a framework to construct a critical response to support the practice of
coteaching for purposes of evaluation. Metalogue refers to long form exchanges of dialogue with
the goal of making meaning from what has previously been stated on challenging topics or ideas.
learning together from what has been previously been stated on the issue. The metalogue is a
form of dialogue that is not simply a continuation of a conversation but a form of dialogue that
not just a continuation of a conversation that started previously, but a form of dialogue that looks
reflects on previous conversations in order to learn from them. back on the previous
conversations to learn from them. Rather than producing a paper that could have blended their
conclusions, the reader experiences a rich democratized living argument. The dialogue of Tobin
and Roth prompts the other to expand their understanding and thinking on the practice of
coteaching for purposes of evaluation (Tobin & Roth, 2002).
Metalogue is an excellent addition to our librarian toolbox of theoretical frameworks that
can be scaffolded to form our bricolage. All participants of the metalogue benefit. Together they
examine reflexively what is going on and what it means. They do not have to necessarily agree
on what is happening, only that in examining meaning together they become aware of the other
participants’ perspectives (Alexakos, 2015). Project management is more and more becoming a
staple of a librarians work as institutions seek efficiency in the development and documentation
of services and programming. Libraries benefit when they include practices that have timely
results that stay within an established budget. Targeted literature and professional development
on project management in libraries has increased in popularity. One example is the book Project
Management in Libraries: On Time, On Budget, On Target by librarian and certified project
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management professional Carly Wiggins Searcy (2018). Scaffolding metalogues into the project
management methodology being used, SCRUM being particularly popular in Librarianship,
would further the efficacy of and engagement in project management reporting.
As authentic inquiry is primarily participant-focused, elevating diverse voices and
interpretations. Diverse values are expected to emerge to guide and transform the study and the
participants. When there are startling or unexpected events in the application of authentic
inquiry, event-oriented inquiry can be applied to critically assess the event and interactions that
comprised the event (Alexakos, 2015). Critical assessment of an interaction can be done by
drawing on Kenneth Tobin’s research on prosody observed in the pauses within utterances,
asynchrony in intensity and pitch during an interaction and proxemics (Tobin, 2018). The
Encyclopedia of Emotion defines prosody as “a quality of speech that helps communicate feeling
or intent” and further explains that “Linguistic prosody refers to the pitch, stress, duration, and
changes in frequency, intensity, and timing of speech” (Reevy, 2010, p. 476). The Encyclopedia
of Communication Theory explains proxemics as “the study of communication through
interpersonal space and distance.” Per this resource, the study and research of proxemics
analyzes how the “nonverbal communication encompasses the study of personal space,
territoriality, crowding, and density. How we employ space during interaction sends powerful
messages about ourselves and about relationships with other people” (Andersen & Andersen,
2009, p. 807). MLIS students should have event-oriented inquiry in their bricolage of theoretical
research methodologies. Shadowing library workers during their required internships, they are
bound to witness the unexpected events that regularly can occur while a librarian is providing
assistance at the reference desk or teaching a class. Having an understanding of event-oriented
inquiry will permit the MLIS student to reflect on the event on a micro-level.
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Situating social interactions and experiences emotions is also central in authentic inquiry
(Alexakos, 2015). This type of study will help MLIS students understand how to navigate the
varied interactions they will be involved in as librarians and the realities of the amount of
emotional labor involved. Emotional contagion is imperative for MLIS students to learn about,
since library workers regularly contend with emotional labor. In gaining an understanding of
emotional labor, MLIS students should also study neuroscientist Richard Davidson’s Emotional
Styles Theory. Outlook is one of the Emotional Styles; if a person’s outlook is low, then they
experience difficulties in sustaining positive emotions (Davidson & Begley, 2013). When
providing public service at the reference desk, I think about my posture, facial expression, and
tone keeping those things in line with how I feel will present me as pleasant and welcoming of
questions. I know I have a tendency of talking quickly, so I try to focus on breathing and
speaking more slowly when answering questions, in particular directional questions which might
at some moments frustrate me as they are so repetitive. I try to maintain a pleasant tone, eye
contact, a smile and not be impacted if these are not met by the person I am interacting with.
Mindfulness runs through all the theories I am discussing. Richard Davidson writes that
the standard adult in the US spends nearly half of her waking life jumping from one thought to
another without focus in the present action she is taking part in (Davidson & Begley, 2013). To
be mindful about being present in the interaction I am involved in is to be aware of my prosody
and proxemics referring to my tone and physicality and that of those I am interacting with, rather
than mentally being many conversations away from the moment I am in. An interaction at a
public service point in a library can go south very quickly if the mood of the person providing
assistance is shifted by emotional contagion, by the frustrations or anger radiating from the
person seeking help. Emotional wellness and embodiment pedagogy may take participants in a
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learning environment through discussions of “thorny issues” that can be explored and improved
through theory on emotional contagion, proxemics and prosody.
The focus on the expression of and assessment of emotion and wellness in research on
teaching and learning has particularly resonated with me as someone who has spent years
learning to reframe my tendency to be over-emotional from being a weakness to a strength. To
become emotional during a particular class conversation does not signal that one has lost control
of themselves; "...emotions are not disruptive of reason anymore, but are considered to be
mutually constitutive...emotions are part of the relations and interactions between humans rather
than an individual or internal phenomenon" (Zembylas, 2014, 542). Within discourses in Critical
Pedagogy, emotional responses, personal events, and triggering events can be central to personal
transformation and can be a platform for agency. As educators Carolina Castano-Rodriguez and
Deborah Tippens argue, “Rather than being framed as something to be tamed, emotions are
valued as essential aspects of transformation” (Castano-Rodriguez & Tippins, 2017, p. 99). In
Transformative Learning theory, emotionally triggering events are understood to be “central to
personal transformation” (Castano-Rodriguez & Tippins, 2017, p. 99). Emotions and feelings
within Transformative Learning theory provide opportunities for moving out of the comfort zone
to consider other possible actions and establish new ideas and practices. Emotions, coupled with
a coherent and cognitive process, situate an opportunity for shifts in actions.
Understanding the Polyvagal Theory will allow MLIS students and librarians actively
working in the profession to bring awareness to how to take physical actions, such as breathing
exercises, to shift emotions that are causing physiological distress. Smiling can switch on the
parasympathetic nerve system. Research on the polyvagal theory indicates that your logical brain
won’t function well in high stress, high cortisol environments. It’s the right vagus that creates the
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build-up of cortisol. Oxytocin release, for example, during breathing meditation can release
stress. Also, interventions, such as a heuristic, can help keep right vagus active (Porges, 2007).
Kenneth Tobin writes that “...when we learned that changes in blood oxygenation changed
prosody of a teacher’s voice, thereby providing a vehicle for emotional contagion, we used
breathing meditation as a way to stimulate activity of the “smart vagus” nerve” (Tobin, 2017, p.
13). Neuroplasticity dictates that we are always creating new neural pathways when we are
learning new things. Neural networks for identity and resilience (success/failure) take time to
develop. Brain plasticity refers to the observation that both the structure and function of the brain
are molded by experience much in the way that plastic is shaped by a manufacturer to suit
various demands. Neurologists, including Richard Davidson, believe that through
neuroplasticity, mindful exercises like meditation can reroute brain circuits to result in positive
effects in the brain and entire body (Noble & Powietrzyńska, 2017).
By being in sync with what anxiety or stressors are physiologically doing to your body
while teaching a class or assisting library users at the reference desk you can take steps to calm
yourself. Some of my classmates in the Urban Education classes that were teachers, as part of
their in-classroom research, were using oximeters while teaching as reflexive objects. As the
oximeters heightened their awareness of their pulse rate changes, the likelihood of calm was
greater as they were mindful when they needed to pause and observe the physiological changes
they were in the moment experiencing and why. Teaching and learning that supports emotional
wellness and the enactment of personal agency can collectively benefit teachers | librarians and
their students.
My work as a librarian consists of intellectual, emotional, and at times physical labor. It
is important to bring my awareness to those parts of my job. MLIS programs should make spaces
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for challenging conversations regarding the behavioral issues you may experience and the
emotional labor, such as “compassion fatigue”. It’s important to have honest and thoughtful
conversations about these realities in the MLIS program and ensure MLIS students understand
how these stressors can manifest. In “An Invisible Threat: Compassion Fatigue in Libraries”,
librarian Abby Hargreaves notes among the stressors we experience in our field, “making the
case for our existence, managing the public space, navigating office politics, and defending
library user rights, among other things that take significant mental and emotional capacity”
(Hargreaves, 2020). Much has been written in LIS professional literature about the burnout
librarians experience. Providing MLIS students with a bricolage of theory that includes theory
focused on emotional wellness can potentially alleviate possible mental and physical strain.
One day I was reading an interview in The New York Times with famed fashion icon
Andre Leon Tally. Tally was being interviewed about the documentary film about his life, The
Gospel According To André. NYT Fashion Director and Chief Fashion Critic, Vanessa
Friedman, wrote “When he tells this story in public, he often defangs it by rolling his eyes and
pursing his lips…But when he tells it in private, he doesn’t add the comic flourishes, and the
muscle between his eyebrows contracts in an involuntary spasm” (Friedman, 2018). The
description of Tally’s subtle and involuntary physical reaction, recounting a painful memory of
racism he encountered in his career immediately, made me think of emotional resonance and the
polyvagal theory. A memory can return you to the original emotion that was felt at the time and
cause a physical reaction. I note this observation because I surprised myself in making those
connections. Also, to present anecdotal evidence of how the study of theory provides “a lens to
reflect on observed phenomena…illuminating what is happening and providing a rationale for
understanding why it is happening” (Tobin, 2015).
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This particular bricolage of methodological frameworks will serve MLIS students well in
not just identifying their stress but also in assessing stressors library users will be susceptible to.
Academic libraries have increasingly been addressing anxiety in students, particularly during
finals seasons, by taking part in stress relief events for students. For example, Cal State
Dominguez Hills’ university library has hosted events like the 12 days of stress relief that
include visits with therapy dogs/cats inside the library. If future academic librarians are surprised
to find out how much teaching their work will encounter, the amount of strategic planning for
student wellness, including stress management and anxiety may come as a surprise too.
From a theoretical perspective, to gain understanding of others, including the populations
MLIS students will be supporting once they complete the program, they can apply a
methodological bricolage that is interpretive, multilevel, and authentic (Alexakos, 2015).
Sociologist Randall Collins explains how to understand that moments are a chain of
microsituations or microexperiences that are imperative to understanding macrostructures, or the
grand scale of societal life. Face-to-face encounters feature “co-articulation and cocommunication of emotions because face-to-face encounters incorporate interaction rituals...in
which participants develop a mutual focus of attention and become entrained in each other’s
bodily micro-rhythms and emotions’’ (Collins, 2004, p. 47). By applying Collins’s interaction
rituals (IR) as a theoretical framework to analyze the outcomes of previous IRs can be resources
of agency in subsequent interaction rituals. MLIS students, by learning about how to apply
interaction rituals (IR) as a theoretical framework, can begin thinking about the type of
motivators and engaging outreach efforts they can design by having observed studied the IRs at
their library.
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In library school, I had a class assignment to come up with an engaging way to promote a
fictional library program or class (in retrospect noting who would be teaching the class in the
library was not addressed—the joke was on us, it was going to inevitably be us teaching that
class). The professor of my class did not want us to use a library we had ever worked at or even
had experience using. One of the goals was to explore the websites of different libraries, their
calendar of events, and their outreach plans. Podcasts, at the time, were newish and I was curious
about whether I could create one on my laptop; based just on that, I decided for the assignment I
would create a podcast for a public library in Austin, Texas. I drew the content for the podcast
solely from what I found on their public website, listing their calendar of events. I stand by how
cool the podcast turned out, including my music choices. My professor was pretty excited about
how the podcast turned out, too. But if I had been actively learning about theory in the MLIS
program, I could have scaffolded into my assignment a study of how IR chains at the library
were observed. For example, what positive emotional resonance has been observed in longer IR
chains and what trajectories would lead me to choose a podcast for that library’s users or discern
a podcast would actually not be a good fit for that specific community.
Within Critical Pedagogy, personal stories and events could empower communities to be
mobilized and transformed (Freire, 2005). To become emotional during a particular class
conversation does not signal that one has lost control of themselves, since emotional responses
could actually be necessary to embrace agency and transformation. We are not unbiased; our
own habitus impacts our work. Habitus refers to our emotions, attitudes and values, framed by
and filtered through the social and cultural worlds we inhabit. Our habitus generates our
practices, including the instruction we provide (Alexakos, 2015). And as I state repeatedly in this
paper, from the reference interaction with library users to the development of libguides, some
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aspect of instruction is embedded into even the most basic professional duties of Librarianship.
Supporting MLIS students to establish their practices outside of neutrality and understand the
agency they have in knowledge production and knowledge organization is imperative in
elevating marginalized voices in our profession. For example, many of the major library subject
classifications that we use to organize and retrieve from collections, e.g., the Library of Congress
Classification System, are based on culturally biased approaches to knowledge” (Bales, 2014, p.
145).
By learning how to identify logics of inquiry, I see how that reflexive practice can guide
us as librarians to critically question the representation of our users in the service models we
develop. A key to reflexivity is self-awareness. A weekly assignment in one of the Urban
Education courses was an old-school librarian favorite, annotated bibliographies. Prior to OPACs
(online public access catalogs), library users could rely on librarian-written annotated
biographies to identify titles pertaining to a specific subject heading, along with a description of
each. For the annotated bibliographies assignment, Kenneth Tobin explained the citations would
serve as a road map akin to Foucault’s genealogy of knowledge. The class readings were meant
to be generative and should generate ideas and inspire us to draw from our lived experiences
outside of the classroom. In Tales of the Field: On Writing Ethnography, John Van Maanen
writes about impressionistic ethnography. An author draws into their work observations of
events as they have been interpreted by the author, presented to the reader to consume without
giving more importance to one depicted moment above another. In her dissertation, my former
classmate Amy Goods writes about the confessional nature of impressionistic autoethnography
and how it can be utilized in academic writing to reveal “ontology (way of making meaning from
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the world), epistemology (theory of knowledge), and axiology (value system)” (Goods, 2019,
ix).
It was during a USER-S session, during my first Urban Education semester, that I first
learned personal narrative can be utilized in academic writing. I was thrilled. USER-S is an
interdisciplinary monthly research seminar held at the CUNY Graduate Center, focusing on
research in the Learning Sciences. Kenneth Tobin has used personal narrative in academic
writing to document his personal journey through the evolution of his academic career, shifting
away from positivism, discovering mindfulness (taking a holistic look at education), meditation
and the practice of JSJ. Tobin noted at a USER-S session, during a discussion about the use of
narratology in academic writing that you have to explore yourself before constructively
researching the world around you. The application of authentic inquiry dictates that research is
emergent and contingent; therefore, as Tobin explains, we are always reconstructing. For
example, Tobin writes that his research career has spanned over four decades and over the course
of that time the research methodologies he has used have continuously evolved. Moving from a
theoretical framework “that began with logical positivism and gradually changed to embrace
sociological and cultural frameworks such as hermeneutic phenomenology, reflexivity, culture
and ethics” has been the most significant shift in his research methodologies. This shift was
necessitated by a focus on inclusivity” (Tobin, 2014).
Learning that narratology was a framework that I could use in my research and shared
observations was very powerful. Narratives can be used to document personal data related to
what happened and why it happened (Tobin, 2014). Hearing stories, telling stories, and writing
fiction has always been such a big part of my personal understanding and interpretation of the
world. I think one of the reasons I have previously so struggled with academic writing is because
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I thought I had to be removed from it, my personal experiences divorced from the subject matter.
I couldn’t find my voice because I thought my voice had to be absent and that academic writing
and writing about research had to be “neutral.” Neutrality in itself is a stance; there is no absence
of a position. Creative writing and creative non-fiction were writing forms I have always enjoyed
and felt I was good at. On the other hand, papers that were intended for an academic audience
and required a critical analysis drawing from theory and literature were a big struggle for me. In
employing narratology in my writing, I am actively gaining an insight into my understanding of
myself and my environment.
In formative years of learning, children may be asked their opinion on an observed
phenomenon, but it is understood that the right answer is that of the teacher, the adult in the
classroom who wields the power based on an established positivistic classroom structure. By
positioning teacher/adult needs and views above those of the students/kids manifests in a built-in
distrust of youth and children. “As children are captive in the school setting, they already have
little agency or control over the activities and instruction that they participate in. Children who
engage in pedagogies that require them to disclose personal information are additionally forced
to be publicly vulnerable” (Ali-Khan, 2016, p. 19). A student might shy away from an
assignment that involves sharing practices in their home life as they may be deemed out of the
norm by other students in the class and teacher, whose personal ontology traditionally dictates
the lesson plan. I remember an assignment when I was a child that involved documenting what
we ate at home for a week. I remember feeling self-conscious because my daily log featured
arroz blanco, frijoles negros y platanos maduros with dinner every single day. My entries did
not match any of my classmates or the teacher, and not just because some were written in
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Spanish. I did not even know some of the foodstuffs my teacher and classmates listed. To this
day, I have never eaten meatloaf or had a casserole.
Carolyne Ali-Khan is a professor in the Education department at University of North
Florida. Her article, “Dirty Secrets and Silent Conversations: Exploring Radical Listening
Through Embodied Autoethnographic Teaching”, explores “connections between radical
listening, autoethnography and embodied pedagogy” (Ali-Kahn, 2016, p. 13). Ali-Kahn writes
about how she has regularly shared autoethnographic stories with her students in part because of
her shared similarities with many of her students. Her work is significant in showing how,
deliberately or not, we bring ourselves into our teaching and everything we take part in. I feel
very inspired by Ali-Kahn’s embodied pedagogy (Ali-Kahn, 2016). In thinking of my role as a
teaching I aspire to connect in particular with the students that are struggling. When I was a
young adult librarian, I enjoyed being forthright with the teens about how much I have struggled
in classrooms. Anecdotes that would have embarrassed me to share with adults, I eagerly shared
with kids. I wanted them to know it is possible to simultaneously be a shitty student yet still exist
in higher ed and professional spaces. And I knew what it was like to be viewed as lazy and not
good enough while simultaneously working consistently since I was fourteen years old to
support myself and my family. I knew what it was like to be belittled by a professor, then head
straight from class to an eight-hour shift at the job, followed by getting home to care for disabled
and elderly relatives. All of that, which I thought had to be sanitized from my professional and
academic voice, I shared with those teens because they so often feel like they don’t matter. I
want them to always believe that they matter and that despite what a class grade says, they have
every right to be in that classroom or to be pursuing that profession.
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Professionalization is the process by how an occupation becomes recognition as a
profession. The public perception and recognition of the profession can change over time. The
status of the profession and its practices are also subject to change. Education and Political
Science scholar Hugh T. Sockett’s four elements of teacher professionalism can easily be applied
to Librarianship:
1. an ideal of service
2. An epistemology of practice
3. The professional community
4. The code of ethics
Sockett writes that there are select facets of teaching that can’t be easily relayed by language and
can only be learned by personal experimentation or practice (Sockett, 1987). The same can be
said about the librarian’s practice of the reference interview. There is a tradition in LIS that
involves examining the ways people search for the information they need and how they interact
with different information resources and outlets. The questions during the standard reference
interview are framed to engage the library user and get them to unpack what they are
seeking. Any librarian can attest to the need for the reference interview, as library users will
often use terms they think cover the information they are seeking, but often it is not the case or
the terms simply cover one component of their questions. “Where have you looked so far?”
asked in a kind way with genuine interest, observing polyphonia and polysemia with tone and
body language, and sustained eye contact can substantially tell the librarian how the library user
interacts with research. Also, what resources they can possibly rule out and how the library user
interacts with information sources. If within LIS we positioned theory more prominently along
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with our professional practices we would observe be mindful of the theoretical frameworks of
inquiry we actively already apply.
Conscientization, an idea of Paulo Freire’s, is not considered a one-off realization instead
a series of awakenings; thus, requiring “inquiry mediated by reflective dialogue” (Sleeter et al.,
2004, 83). A reading list for MLIS students focused on user services they will be providing at a
reference desk or in front of a class should include Mikhail Bakhtin’s work (Bakhtin et al. 1994)
on dialogic interactions, polysemia, and polyphonia; the work by Pierre Bourdieu on reflexive
practices (Bourdieu and Wacquant, 1992); Randall Collins (2004) on interaction rituals,
emotional synchrony and entrainment; and William Sewell’s (2005) understanding of dialectical
processes and contradictions where opposites are simultaneously empowering and constraining,
sustaining and transforming.
I believe in this profession we have done a great job of utilizing social media platforms to
connect with one another sharing resources, organizing events like Wikipedia edit-a-thons or
talks on the responsibility of librarians to be able to explain the concept of fake news and where
it is applicable and engage each other at length with how relevant our profession and the places
we currently work at are. The Art+Feminism collective recently dedicated an episode of their
podcast to librarians. The guests were three librarians Jenny Ferretti, Amanda Meeks, and Kai
Alexis Smith, who discussed topics like information activism and “the unbearable whiteness of
librarianship” and of course the unrelenting, do you just read books all day? I was surprised to
hear such well-known, highly visible librarians encountering that form of questioning and then
thought, who are they visible to? To answer that, we have to ask ourselves how many librarians
will it take to explain why libraries and librarians matter? I think it will depend on who is
listening.
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Library Twitter is powerful, but does it carry power beyond our world? I did not really
think that I worked in a field particularly jargon heavy. I considered it such an accessible world.
Why would someone ask me why libraries matter? The question still causes me a startled pause.
Whereas the question about reading all day elicits an outward smile, internal shriek, and possibly
one day a stroke. Yet, though it pains me, I can understand why there are people outside of LIS
that are unclear what the value or the immediate relevance is of libraries in this moment in time.
The stories on librarianship that tend to break through to mainstream media fall into one of two
narratives. Either the piece explores that same tired premise of whether Google and Wikipedia
has nullified our profession, or a human interest piece on someone that returned a book to their
local library 40 years overdue.
The most interesting articles I read on the constantly changing culture of libraries are in
the professional journals and rooted in Critical Librarianship in particular. MLIS students would
benefit from the reminder of not getting siloed within this world and bringing their skillset
forward in more cross field collaborations, being ambassadors for what Librarianship is and its
possibilities. A dialectical approach to professional praxis provides a way to think about the
future of the library and the reality of library institutions, historically situated and interconnected
with social phenomenon.
Librarian Fobazi Ettarh’s article “Vocational Awe and Librarianship: The Lies We Tell
Ourselves” (2018) should be mandatory reading for every MLIS student. Vocational awe is
directly linked to issues such as burnout and low salary. Fobazi Ettarh explores Vocational Awe
from the perspective of library works but this predilection could very easily be related to
teachers, as well. By working in library institutions, library workers can feel they work in spaces
that are above subject of critique and serving a higher purpose for the betterment of a literate
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citizenry. MLIS students should begin to acquaint themselves with the concept of vocational awe
right away. You can be passionate about Librarianship, and or about your library job in
particular, and still advocate for yourself and a healthy work life balance. Vocational awe can
fuel a deluded sense of obligation that leads to exploitation of labor. Reflexive theory and
vocational theory go hand in hand. I wish I had a working knowledge of both at the start of my
career (Ettarh, 2018).
I love my work. Kenneth Tobin says doing research is a privilege, it is, and I feel
privileged to be a research librarian. However, I still at times grapple with how to set boundaries
on my time, and honestly assess what I can feasibly commit to. I also still sometimes struggle
with finding my agency to advocate for myself. We are a workforce of helpers; librarians
innately want to help. In writing about vocational awe Fobazi Ettarh writes about Mike Newell, a
librarian who has been administering life-saving anti-overdose medication in his local branch in
Philadelphia when necessary. Subsequently, other libraries began stocking the anti-overdose
drug in rescue kits. In 2017 “Representative Patrick Maloney of New York introduced the Lifesaving Librarians Act, giving the Secretary of Health and Human Services the authority to award
grants for Naloxone rescue kits in public libraries” (Ettarh, 2018). To Representative Maloney,
and many others in positions of power, training librarians to be literal lifesavers makes sense
because it serves the needs of the community the library is serving and more broadly society. I
think the comfort level to administer an anti-overdose injection on someone is a very personal
decision. I don’t know if I would be able to do it. The thought, frankly, evokes that scene in Pulp
Fiction with John Travolta’s character dramatically stabbing Uma Thurman’s character in the
chest on a hysterical drug dealer’s front lawn. Understanding that teaching will be a part of your
duties at some point regardless the librarianship path an MLIS student chooses makes sense,
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additionally gaining an understanding of emotional contagion and having a basic understanding
of the physiological effect of stressors on the body can only be a good thing in succeeding in the
chosen Librarianship path. However, training to be a literal-life saver should be a more elective
choice within the profession rather than a basic proficiency.
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CONCLUSION
In this thesis, I have brought together my experiences as a student and library worker. I
have drawn from both to argue that specifics logics of inquiry and theoretical frameworks rooted
in Critical Pedagogy could be used to develop an adaptable and highly useful outline for core
curriculum MLIS classes on teaching and learning in LIS. I am introducing the theoretical
frameworks in this paper with the goal in mind of not just shifting MLIS curricula, but also
situating them into professional practice. Librarian and writer Heidi L. M. Jacob states that
“graduate courses cannot be solutions in and of themselves but must instead be part of a larger
endeavor aimed at helping librarians feel more confident in and prepared for their pedagogical
work” (Jacobs, 2008, p. 257). In employing these participatory pedagogies, MLIS students and
librarians are encouraged to engage in and critique one another’s work. MLIS students and
librarians, in this process together, can grapple with ideas on Librarianship that emerge from
lived experiences, critique of theory, scholarly inquiry and professional practices (Wood, 2001,
p.38). I hope this paper can serve as another loud voice to the rallying cry for the need for a more
critical approach to Librarianship that include MLIS programs that holistically introduce students
to all the components this profession entails, which includes meaning making through theory and
the practice of teaching.
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